
‘Tit for Tat’ by Ian  Rankin – for Group Three
For November 7th

This is  tit for tat tarif policy.

This is the result:

Birds, ornithology, are important in this story. There is a Mr Brodie who watches 
tits (Meisen) and especially bearded tits. However, you know now that Ian Rankin 
likes playing with words, especially in titles. ‘Tits’ are also Titten oder Zitzen. 
(Don’t tell me if there is a difference.)

- The exposition is first about how people live in Glasgow and Edinburgh (p. 137) 
(very different), and then about Easter Road (p. 138) in Edinburgh in particular. 
The description may remind you of the Gorgie but this area is very different.
- More specifically the reader learns how to commit arson (Brandstiftung)
(because of racism, for instance) easily in the last paragraph of page 138.
- Plot: A man called Mr John Brodie is in hospital with burns (pp. 138-9).
- ‘None of which came as news to Rebus’ (top of p. 139). This is the beginning of 
a flashback that continues to the top of p. 142 where you meet the two 
policemant in the hospital again.

In the flashback: 
p. 139: what had happened (Auld Reekie = old name for Edinburgh – altes 
riechendes/stinkendes etwas – aus der Industriezeit; 
p. 140: Rebus looks through the flat (the bottom paragraph is important); 
p. 141: Rebus talks to the neighbours.   (dishy – sexy, attractive)

p. 141: (bottom) Rebus reflects on arson
p. 142: Brodie says ‘I know who did it’ (middle); he refers to a woman as 
‘cracked’ and ‘doolally’ = crazy.

p. 143 ‘The morning…’: this is the story 2 policemen tell Rebus (about the crazy woman)
p. 143 ‘It started with anonymous phone-calls’….



p. 144, line 12: ‘The constable shrugged….’: here there follows a descriptioon or 
characterization of the woman, Miss Hooper.
p. 144 (middle) ‘A few weeks later...we had another...’
allegations – Behauptungen; binoculars - Fernglas
Comment: The two young men enjoy talking about birds (with two wings) as 
possibly being birds (attractive young women). (They seem to imagine hairy 
breasts not the song bird they are supposed to be talking about.)
p. 145 middle: Rebus thinks: Brodie suspects Miss Hooper of the arson attack; 
Brodie says he doesn’t have any enemies.

p. 145 ff Rebus goes to Miss Hooper’s flat. 
p. 146-147 (middle): Rebus talks to a neighbour until Miss Hooper comes.
P. 147 (middle)-150 : Rebus talks to Miss Hooper. (p. 148: peeping tom = 
Spanner/Voyeur, to have a grudge – to have something against somebody;          
p. 149 middle: ‘bird watching my eye’ - ‘my eye’ means she doesn’t believe he 
was bird-watching.)
Top of p. 150 Rebus invents a word for how people live together in a big block of
flats: the word is made up of  tenement + mentality = tenementality

p. 150 the first new paragraph : ‘Outside, the biker…..’: Rebus talks to Mrs 
McKay’s son. Rebus takes something with him. At the end of their conversation he
tells the boy he is a policeman. (There is another play on words with ‘flies’: 
Fliegen, Hosenschlitz, Köder und mehr ‘No flies on you = sauber im legalne, 
gerichtichen Sinn, vermute ich.). Look at what the boy thinks about Rebus’ 
relationship to his father.

p. 151 (from line 7 to 11 lines from the bottom) : Rebus makes up a scene in 
court in his mind. ‘And did the suspect (der Verdächtige) drop anything when you 
revealed your identity to him?’
- to drop one’s jaw = be very surprised; 
- lose one’s nut = to lose one’s head,  to go crazy,  b u t  a nut is also  Schraubenmutter
- a sucker = Trottel, Verlierer, Schmarotzer

p. 151 bottom: Rebus thinks about the crime and especially about how easy it is 
to start a fire. 
Last but bottom line: ‘Something was niggling’. (I hope you remember the word!)
p. 152: he thinks about the fact that Brodie is renting the flat, doesn’t own it. He
decides to make contact with a colleague who is very keen on bird-watching but 
we don’t know why. (I didn’t.)

p. 152 From ‘By the following morning, he had everything he needed….’ you read 
about the solution.


